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Monotone Interval Fuzzy Inference Systems
Yi Wen Kerk , Kai Meng Tay , and Chee Peng Lim
Abstract—In this paper, we introduce the notion of a monotone
fuzzy partition, which is useful for constructing a monotone zero-
order Takagi–Sugeno–Kang Fuzzy Inference System (ZOTSK-
FIS). It is known that a monotone ZOTSK-FIS model can always
be produced when a consistent, complete, and monotone fuzzy
rule base is used. However, such an ideal situation is not always
available in practice, because a fuzzy rule base is susceptible to
uncertainties, e.g., inconsistency, incompleteness, and nonmono-
tonicity. As a result, we devise an interval method to model these
uncertainties by considering the minimum interval of acceptability
of a fuzzy rule, resulting in a set of monotone interval-valued fuzzy
rules. This further leads to the formulation of a Monotone Inter-
val Fuzzy Inference System (MIFIS) with a minimized uncertainty
measure. The proposed MIFIS model is analyzed mathematically
and evaluated empirically for the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
(FMEA) application. The results indicate that MIFIS outperforms
ZOTSK-FIS, and allows effective decision making using uncertain
fuzzy rules solicited from human experts in tackling real-world
FMEA problems.
Index Terms—Failure mode and effect analysis, monotone fuzzy
partition, monotone interval fuzzy inference system, monotonicity,
Takagi–Sugeno–Kang fuzzy inference system.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE importance of a fuzzy inference system (FIS) that pre-serves the monotonicity property between its input and
output [1]–[8] (hereafter denoted as a monotone FIS model)
is widely studied and acknowledged [1]–[12]. Various useful
mathematical conditions to satisfy the monotonicity property
are available for different FIS models, e.g., Mamdani FIS [8],
TSK-FIS [1], [9], [10], single-input rule module FIS [2], hier-
archical FIS [3], and interval type-2 FIS [11]. The study in [8]
indicates that product t-norm coupled with a consistent, com-
plete, smooth, and monotone fuzzy rule base is required for con-
structing a monotone Mamdani FIS model. In addition, a fuzzy
membership function (FMF) that satisfies specific mathemati-
cal conditions at the antecedent part, coupled with a consistent,
complete, and monotone fuzzy rule base at the consequent part,
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is required for constructing a monotone zero order TSK-FIS
(ZOTSK-FIS) model [9]–[11]. It is also important to realize
that the requirements for Mamdani FIS to be monotone is more
restrictive than that of ZOTSK-FIS, with the additional criterion
of smooth fuzzy rules [8]. However, in a Mamdani FIS model,
the fuzzy consequents of fuzzy rules that are consistent, com-
plete, and monotone, but not smooth can be defuzzified to (and
represented by) real numbers, such that they can be processed
by using the ZOTSK-FIS model [13].
From the literature, Fuzzy Rule Interpolation (FRI) [14]–
[16] focuses on methods to interpolate sparse fuzzy rules such
that they are useful for tackling problems related to an incom-
plete fuzzy rule base. Incomplete fuzzy rules arise when hu-
man experts fail (e.g., due to fatigue) to give a complete set
of fuzzy rules for constructing a knowledge-based FIS model
[17], or when missing data occur in a data-driven FIS model
[18]. In [19], a monotone FRI (MFRI) method was devised
to form a complete and monotone fuzzy rule base from an
incomplete one for ZOTSK-FIS. In addition, monotone fuzzy
rule relabeling (MFRR) [9] was proposed to obtain a mono-
tone fuzzy rule base from a nonmonotone one by relabeling
the potential nonmonotone (or noisy) fuzzy rules. Nonmono-
tone fuzzy rules arise when human judgment errors occur [9],
or due to the learning phenomenon explained in [20], where
monotone data do not always produce monotone fuzzy rules.
A simple solution to select a fuzzy rule among the inconsis-
tent ones, e.g., choosing the first-appeared fuzzy rule [21], was
reported to be useful for ZOTSK-FIS. Inconsistent fuzzy rules
arise when inter- and intra-inconsistencies from human experts
occur [22]–[25], or when the errors from data-driven algorithms
occur [21], [25].
A. Scope, Motivations, and Aims
Even though mathematical conditions to ensure monotonic-
ity of ZOTSK-FIS [9]–[11] are available, it is not clear how the
fuzzy partitions at the antecedent part of a fuzzy rule base should
be formulated such that the resulting ZOTSK-FIS model is al-
ways monotone. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce a new
notion, i.e., the monotone fuzzy partition, that aims to provide
a useful interpretation for the mathematical conditions in [1],
[9]–[11]. We also derive a number of useful monotone fuzzy
partitions from the current literature [1], [9]–[11].
When a monotone fuzzy partition is coupled with a consistent,
complete, and monotone fuzzy rule base (which is termed as a
fuzzy rule base with certain fuzzy rules in this paper), a mono-
tone ZOTSK-FIS model can always be produced. Unfortunately,
such an ideal fuzzy rule base is not always available in practice.
Fuzzy rules for constructing monotone ZOTSK-FIS models are
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